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1. INTRoOUCTI~N 
In 1969, Meir and Keeler [3] extended the Banach’s contraction map- 
ping theorem to the following more generalized version. 
THEOREM A (Meir and Keeler). Let T he a self-mapping on a complete 
metric space (A’, d). Suppose that for any E > 0, there exists S(E) > 0 such 
that d( TX, Ty) < E whenever E < d(x, y) < E + S(E). Then T has a unique fixed 
point x in X and for each x,, E X the sequence { T”(xO) > converges to x. 
Recently Geraghty [ 1 ] extended the Banach theorem to the following 
result in a different direction. 
THEOREM B (Geraghty). Let T be a se&mapping on a complete metric 
space (A’, d). Let $ : R + = [0, co) -+ [0, 1) be a function with the property 
that any monotone decreasing sequence {t,} from (0, co) always decreases to 
zero whenever lim,,, $(t,) = 1. If 
4% Ty) d $(4x, y)) 4x7 u) 
for each x, y E X, then T has a unique fixed point in X. 
In this note a more extensive common fixed point theorem, Theorem 2.1, 
will be obtained so that the above two results are special versions of our 
theorem. 
Let S and T be self-mappings of a complete metric space (X, d). Let n be 
a positive integer and m be a function defined on X with values m(x) in 
z+, where Z+ is the set of positive integers. For each i= 1, 2, let 
yi: Xx X+ (0, 1) be functions satisfying the conditions that 
409! I ox, I-4 
Y,(x~Y)+Y,(x?Y)= 1 (1-l) 
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for each x, y E X and that for each i = 1,2, 
I Y,(XY )l B r (1.2) 
for every x, y E X for some r E (0, 1). Let k: Xx X + [0, co) be a function 
defined by 
Mb, Y)= max {4x, Y), ~~(4 Y) 4x, SmcxVx)) + y2(x, Y) 4~~ T?Y)), 
%4x, T”(Y)) + 4Y, ~mc-r’(-4)l>. (1.3) 
Let x0 be a point in X. We define a sequence s(x,,) = {xn} by 
(1.4) 
for k = 0, 1, 2 ,.... Then for each x0 E X we make the following assumption 
(A(x,)): 
(A(x,)) There exists a function a: Xx X-r R + with 
4x, Y) G 4% Y) G M(x, Y) 
for each (x, y) E Xx X, such that the following property (P) holds: 
(P) For any E > 0, any sequence (6,) of positive integers with 
lim,,, 6,=O,if{(y,,z,))isanysequencefromXxXwith{y,}and(z,) 
being subsequences of {x1,,} and {x2,, + I }, respectively, and with 
for each IZ, where {x,} = 3(x0) is the sequence defined by (1.4), then there 
always exists some n E Z+ such that 
d(W”“‘( y,), Tyz,)) < E. (1.5) 
2. MAIN RESULT 
THEOREM 2.1. Let S and T be self-mappings of a complete space (X, d). 
Let M: Xx X -+ R + be a function defined by (1.3) in terms of a positive 
integer n, a function m: X + Z+ and functions yj: Xx X -+ (0, 1) (j= 1, 2) 
which satisfy the conditions (1.1) and (1.2). Suppose there exists an X~E X 
such that (,4(x,,)) holds and suppose 
W’%), T”(Y)) < Mb, Y) (2-l) 
for each (x, y)~ Xx X with M(x, y) #O. Zf either (1) ST= TS or (2) 
m(x) = m for all x E X for some m E Z +, then S and T have a unique com- 
mon fixed point in X. Furthermore tf the assumption (A(x,)) holds for every 
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x0 E X then the sequence s(x,,) = (xn} defined by (1.4) converges to the uni- 
que common fixed point for every x0 E X. 
Proof: Suppose X,EX is a point such that the assumption (A(x,)) 
holds. For the sequence s(xO)= {xn}, if we let d, =d(x,, x,+~) for each n 
then the sequence {d,} is monotonically decreasing. To see this, assume 
that d,, c dzk + 1 for some k; then by (2.1) and (1.1) we get 
d 2k+ I = 4Sm(x*k)(~2k), Tn(X2k+ 1)) < Mb,,, X2k+ I) 
=maX(d,,,Y,d,,+Y,d,,+,, [d(X2k,X2k+2)+d(X2k+l,X2k+,)1/2) 
<‘&+I 
where yj = yj(x, y) (j= 1, 2). This contradiction shows that dzk+ 1 6 dzk for 
each k. Similarly d2k Q d,, _ i for each k. So the sequence id,,) decreases 
monotonically to a nonnegative number E. We prove that s=O. Suppose 
E > 0. Choose a subsequence {d,,} of {d,} such that each nk is even and 
each d,, < E + l/k. Then 
M(xnfi > xq + 1 )=max{d,,,y,d,,+y2d,,+,, C4xn,~xn,+J+W2~ 
=d(x,,,x,,+1)<&+ l/k 
for each k. So for each k, 
&,<d,,da(x,,,x,,+,)<&+l/k. 
Thus, by the assumption (A(x,)), there exists some nk such that 
d nk + 1 = dW-+,J ~(xnk + 1)) < E 
which contradicts d,,k + I b E. 
In order to show that {xn} is a Cauchy sequence, it is sufficient o prove 
that d(xzh 3 X2k + I ) + 0 as h, k + co. Assume on the contrary that there 
exists some E > 0 such that for each positive integer N there exist h, k 3 N 
such that 
4x,,, x 2k+1)>2&. 
Let (6,) be a sequence from (0, co) with lim,,, 6, =O. Let 
&,=tmin(6,, E} for each n. Since the sequence {d,} decreases mon- 
tonically to zero, we can find an increasing sequence {N,} of positive 
integers such that 
d <W 2N,, fin 
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for each n = 1,2,..., For each n choose h,, k, >, N, such that 
d(X2h, 1 X2k, + I ) 2 2&* 
Without loss of generality we assume 2k, + 1 > 2h,. It is easily to see that 
for each je [2h,, 2k, + l] 
I 4x 2h.y xj) - d(XZh,, Xj+ ,)I < dj < i Sk. 
This implies, since d(xZh,, xZh,+ ,) <E and d(xZh,, xZk,+ 1) > E + Si, that for 
each n there exists an odd integer j, E (2h,, 2k, + 1) with 
E + $S:l < d(x Z/I,, xjn) < & + Ssk. (2.2) 
In view of 
M(xD,, ) Xjn I= max { 4x2,, , xjn 1, Y 1 hn -I- Y 2 djn, 
IIdtx2kn3 xjn+ I) + d(xjn9 X2h,+ 1)1/2) 
<max{&+&!$,&?~, E+@;,} 
<EfS, 
we have 
F f @2h,, x,J < 6 + 6, 
for each n. From this and the assumption (,4(x,)), there exists an n E Z + 
such that 
4x 2h.+l, Xjn+l)<F. 
For this n, 
4x2hn, Xjn) 6 d(X2h,> X2hn+ I) + 4X2k,+ 17 Xj,,+ 1) + 4xjn+ A, Xjn) 
< $3; + & + 4s; 
which contradicts (2.2). This proves {x,} is a Cauchy sequence. By the 
completeness of X, (xn > converges to a point x E X. For this x, we have by 
(2.1) that for each k = 1, 2 ,..., 
d(S”‘“‘(x), xzk) = d(Sm’“‘(x), y(xZk_ 1)) < M(X, xqk- 1) 
=max{d(x,x2k_,),y,d(x,S”(“)(x))+y2d2k-,I 
II+, XX) + d(xs - 1, S”?x))W) 
if d(S*@)(x), x) # 0. Letting k -P co in this inequality, we get 
d(SmcX)(x), x) d max {r, i> d(x, P@)(x)) 
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where r E (0, 1) is the bound for yi(x, v). This shows S”(“)(x) =x. Similarly 
T”(x) = x. Finally we prove that Sx = x = TX. Suppose Sx # x. Then 
d( x, Sx) = d( smq x), Ty Sx)) < M(x, Sx) 
=max {d(x, Sx), y1 *O+ y,. d(Sx, T”(Sx)), 
[d(x, TySx)) + d(Sx, x)-J/2} = d(x, Sx) 
when ST = TS, and 
d( sx, x) = d( Srn( Sx), TX) < M( sx, x) 
=max{d(Sx,x),y,d(Sx,S”(Sx))+y,~0, 
[d(Sx, x) + d(x, Srn(Sx))]/2} = d(Sx, x) 
when m(x) =m. These contradictions show Sx = x. Similarly Tx=x. If 
there is another common fixed point y E X of S and T, then 
44 Y) = 4Srn%), T”(Y)) < wx, Y) 
=max(d(x,y),yl.0+y2.0, 
c&G Y) + 4 Y, x)1/2 > = 44 Y) 
This contradiction proves the uniqueness of a common fixed point of S and 
T. And from this, the last conclusion of this theorem follows immediately. 
Remark 2.1. We note that Theorem A is a special result of this 
theorem. 
3. RELATED RESULT 
The following theorem, Theorem 3.1, is a corollary, although it is not an 
immediate result, of Theorem 2.1. We need a definition. 
DEFINITION. 9 is the class of functions /?: (0, co) + [0, 1) such that if t, 
is monotone decreasing in (0, co) and fl(t,) + 1 then t, -+ 0. 
This definition is given by Geraghty [l], who makes no assumption of 
continuity upon /?. The only assumption is that b does not possess a certain 
type of discontinuity. 
In the following, we let $ be the restriction of $ to (0, 03) when 1(1 is a 
function defined on [0, cc) with values in [0, 1). 
THEOREM 3.1. Let S and T be self-mappings of a complete metric space 
(X, d). Let M: Xx X+ R+ be defined by (1.3) in terms of an nEZ+, a 
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function m: Xx X-Z+ and functions yi: XxX-, (0, 1) (i= 1,2) which 
satisfy the conditions (1.1) and ( 1.2). Let LX: Xx X j R + he a function which 
satisfies 
4x, Y) G 4x, Y I< Wx, Y) 
for each (x, y) E Xx X. Suppose there exists a function II/: [0, co) -, [0, 1) 
with JEF such that 
4Sm%), T”(Y)) 6 $(4x> Y)) Wx, Y) (3.1) 
for each (x, y) E Xx X and suppose that either (1) ST= TS or (2) m(x) = m 
for all xEXfor some mEZ+. Then S and T have a unique common fixed 
point in X. 
ProoJ: In view of Theorem 2.1, it is sufficient o prove the hypothesis of 
this theorem satisfies the assumption (A(x,)) for every x0 E X. Let E be a 
positive number and (6,) be a sequence with each 6, > 0 and 
lim,,, 6, = 0. Let x0 be any point in X and let the sequence {x,] be 
defined by (1.4). If {(v,, z,)} is a sequence given in the assumption 
(A(x,)), then it satisfies 
E<C((y,,z,)<E+& (3.2) 
for each n. So there exists a subsequence of the sequence { E( y,, z,)} such 
that this subsequence decreases monotonically to E. Since $E 9, there 
exists an rl= V(E) with 0 < V-C 1 and a subsequence 
MY,k’ 41 (3.3) 
of this subsequence such that 
4wYn,, zn,)) < 1 - 4. (3.4) 
In order to prove our theorem we will find a subsequence of the sequence 
P(Y,,> z,J) such that this subsequence is approximately bounded by E. 
To see this, we claim that the sequence dk =d(x,, xk+ ,) (k=O, 1, 2,...,) 
decreases monotonically to zero. Suppose dzk < dgk + , for some k. Then it 
follows from (3.1) that 
d z/c+, =d(Sm(xU)(Xzk), Tn(X~k+1))<M(X~k,~Zk+1)~d2k+l 
which shows that d 2k + 1 < d,, for all k. Similarly d,, < dzk- 1 for all k. So 
the sequence (d,} decreases monotonically to some nonnegative number 6. 
If 6 > 0, then by 
d 2k + I = d(Sm(x2k)(X2kh T(X2k + 1)) 
< $(a(-%,> X2k+ 1)) M(x,k, X2k+ 1) = $(Q(x2k> X2k+ 1)) d2k 
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we have 
where t,, = a( xsk, x2k + , ). This implies limk _ ~ $( tzk) = 1. However, since 
M(x2k? Xx+,)=&, th e sequence {t,,} decrease monotonically to the 
positive number 6. This contradicts the hypothesis that $EP”. Thus 
lim,,, d, = 0. 
For the sequence {(y,, z,)}, 
where yi=yi(yn,zn) (i=1,2), g(n)=d(y,,j,)+d(z,,P,), and j=xk+r if 
y = xk for some k. From this and (3.2) we have for each it, 
WY,, z,) d E + 6, +s(n). (3.5) 
Choose N sufficiently large that 
(3.6) 
whenever n 2 N. Then it follows from (3.1), (3.6) and (3.4)-(3.5) that the 
sequence (3.3) satisfies 
4Sm(yn4yn,)> Wnk)) 6 I~/@(Y,,, z,,)) MY,,, z,,) 
W <(l-n) s+- =s ( ) 1-V 
for each nk 2 N. And the proof is completed. 
Remark 3.1. Theorem B is a special result of this theorem with S = T, 
m(x) z n = 1 and a(x, y) = d(x, y). 
The following corollary is an immediate result of this theorem. 
COROLLARY 3.1.1. Let S and T be selJlmappings of a complete metric 
space (X, d) which satisfy the hypothesis of Theorem 3.1 except that the 
assumption $E.F is replaced by the assumption that I/I: [0, 00) + [0, 1) is 
monotone decreasing (or monotone increasing) on (0, 00). Then S and T have 
a common fixed point in X. 
Remark 3.2. Taking S= T, m(x) = n = 1 and tl(x, y) = d(x, y) in 
Corollary 3.1.1, we get an extension of the result of Geraghty [2] and the 
result of Wong [S]. 
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Remark 3.3. Theorem 1 of Murakami and Yeh [4] is a special result of 
Corollary 3.1.1. 
EXAMPLE. Let X= [0, $1 u {3,4+ ,..., 3n, 3n + 1 + l/(n + 1) ,,.. } with the 
Euclidean distance, and let S= T be defined as follows: 
T(x) =x/2, ifO<x<$ 
= 0, ifx=3n 
= 1 + l/(n + 2), ifx=3n+l+l/(n+l). 
Then S= T satisfies the assumption (A(x,)) with a(x, y) = d(x, y) and 
m(x) = n = 1 for every X,EX and hence satisfies the hypothesis of 
Theorem 2.1. Thus the sequence { T”(xO)} converges to the unique fixed 
point of T for every X~E X. But it does not satisfy the hypothesis of 
Theorem A. In fact if we take E = 1 and for any positive number 6, for every 
sufhciently large n if x = 3n, y = 3n + 1 + l/(n + 1) then 
l<d(x,y)<l+& 
while 
d(Tx, Ty)> 1 
for each such x and y. 
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